
PRESENT CRISIS

&

THE WAY OF ACTION FOR

MUSLIMS

a thought provoking lecture by one of

the Prominent Muslim Thinkers of Our Time:

Maulana Waheeduddin Khan
President, Islamic Center New Dehli, India

at BUENA PARK HOTEL

7675 Crescent Ave. Buena Park, CA

Sunday, November 4,1990

5:00 pm

5:30-6:30

6:30-9:00

9:15

Maghrib Prayer

Dinner

Lecture

Isha Prayer

TICKETS: $15.00 PER PERSON

Organized by: California Islamic Forum

For Information Call:

(714) 531-7995 (714) 775-5150

(714) 826-4956 (714) 441-2029
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Because the T.V. is never too busy for them.

(Utah) 1*^1

(The Heritage School)

(Help for troubled teens)

(family living skills)

The Encyclopadia of Religion, edited by Mircea Eliade Macmillan pub

lishing company, New York, 1987,16 volumes.

^
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Uncle, push me.

(Sunset)

The magazine of Western living

(School for trouble teens)

d

*J-LJu<.2—£- (professional guidance)

We Rescue Teenagers: The most effective.option for parents who need

help with teens who are - out of control, irresponsible, depressed,

during and alcohol dependent, failing school, irresponsible, depressed,

drug and alcohol dependent, failing school, running with the wrong

friends, uhmotivated, undisciplined and who lack real self-esteem.
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I have little knowledge of Islam.

Perhaps it is a form of anti-Americanism.

^^
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- (Plainfield) ^

/<! ^ • *i-/- jt/jrft^*C/"/.«^ (tslamicHorizons)

(donations) ^

Because Muslims in India say, "Allah is our Lord," ruthless and

brutal oppression has come upon them like a full eclipse.
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Sensational... all eyes on you.

'r- >

Saddam has 47 days to get out
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(exit) 0j\±\&LXJ^tij!2!ij
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(San Gabril Valley)
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. One Northwest Airlines jet strayed into the path of another that was

streaming toward takeoff and the two collided in heavy fog on a runway

at Detroit Metropolitan Airport.
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011-91-11-611128

/i^A/i
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/{jZSf *? (Armed Forces Radio & Television Broadcast Centre)

O\J (RichardDavenport)
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The one good thing that came out of this armed forces presence in the

Gulf is that many people are now interested to know more about Islam

and Muslim people.

(giver-group) (taker-group), 03J^\j2L

(The Minaret)

(Trialogue) Jl%

&
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Comparative religion ^ -

#^f^yC^^s4-us, l

I am a Christian. But Dr. Siddiqi's presentation make me think twice.

I have to learn more about Islam. He was terrific real genius.

(Preserved religion)
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Introducing Islam to non-Muslims

(Holy V/ax)J&i/Jfo ^ ^ ^

Jihad is not also a defensive war only, but a war against any unjust

regime. If such a regime exists, a war is to be waged against the leaders,

but not against the people of that country. People should be freed from

the unjust regimes and influences so that they can freely choose to

believe in Allah.
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LfJyt .tj
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(Missile Weapons Systems)

(Lenney)

219

(blessing in disguise)

(Thanksgiving)



(The Message of the Qur'an) ijfojJ&j

Dar al-Andalus Limited, 3 Library Ramp, Gibraltar

...and thy sustainer may well raise thee to a glorious station

(in the life to come).

Verily, with every hardship comes ease.

comes

iJL incoherent rambling

Verily, with every difficulty there is ease.
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These changes are... a linguistic device meant to stress the idea that God

is not a person and cannot, therefore, be really circumscribed by the

pronouns applicable to finite beings. (Foreword)

4^

ZJJt/S

(
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(Sterling)
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(occupation) ^^U^
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^ (Tell Me Why)

Brief, accurate answers to hundreds of questions children ask about.

tf4*^fo^

The largest national debt is that of the US

^

(National product) >t;U-^
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The country with the largest GNP is the US,

reaching nearly $ 4,000 billion in 1986.

(Guinness Book of World Records)

JUi (best-sellers)

(Recordbreakers)

y(^

(amazing facts)
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/(Daw'ah work) JjJo/*Ois>J>U?i. ftfJS>f&^UJ

J^^X

Ol>' (paranoiac) jtj

^^dj)
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Lock it or loose it.

^Ji^^
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,drift

1&^^

The creation and perception of enemy images are among the ideological

and psychological roots of militarism.

Alfred Armand Montapert Ji fyUijft

(average success) JtLgSIJ/Lvli£ S^J^^^
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DISTILLED WISDOM

The universe does not make sense without God.

Religion brings man the answer which his heart desires.

Produce great men, the rest follows.

Success is ninety-nine per cent mental attitude.

Who knows the mind has the key to all things else.

Expedients are for the hour; principles for the ages.

A problem well stated is a problem half solved.

The thousand-mile journey starts with one step.

Buy not what you want, but what you need.

A clear statement is the strongest argument.

Keep cool; anger is not argument.

When all else is lost the future still remains.

Life begins when a person first realizes how soon it ends.

No gain without pains.

Gold is tried in fire, friendship in need.

Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

Avoid the evil and it will avoid thee.

One example is worth a thousand arguments.

If you would lift me you must be on higher ground.

He that is good for making excuses is seldom good for anything else.

Silence is one of the great arts of conversation.

All your strength is in union. All your danger is in discord.

A man who is master of patience is master of everything else.

There is a woman at the beginning of all great things.

Happiness lies in a constructive job well done.

Joy is not in things, it is in us.

Great haste makes great waste.

There is no education like adversity.

Many receive advice, only the wise profit by it.

Your advertising should be written to convince your

customers, not yourself. - Roy Smith

When anger rises, think of the consequences. - Confucius

Successful men usually snatch success from seeming failure. - A.P. Goutlay

My way is to begin with the beginning. - Lord Byron

It is the surmounting of difficulties that makes heroes. - Kossuth

With ordinary talent, and extraordinary perseverence,

all things are attainable. - Thomas Buxton

We win by tenderness; we conquer by forgiveness. - F.W. Robertson

Life cannot go on without much forgetting. - Balzac

Many of the greatest men have owed their success to

industry rather than to cleverness. - A. A.M.

Go outdoors and get rid of nerves. - Dr. Frank Crane

The only period of time you can ever act upon is right now. - Dr. Paul Parker

One cannot be envious and happy at the same time. - Henry Greber

Little effort, little result; big effort, big result. - A. A.M..

Nature works on a method of all for each and each for all. - Emerson

Violence is the weapon of the weak, non-violence that of the strong - Gandhi
To speak as the common people do, to think as wisemen do. - Roger Ascham

He is safe from danger who is on guard even when safe. - Publiliuu Sqgux
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-E. Stanley Jones

- Alexis Carrel

-Walt Whitman

-Wilferd Peterson

A.B. Alcott

-H.W.Beecher

- Charles Kettering

- Confucius

-Cato

- English proverb

-Daniel Webster

-Jean-Paul Sartre

-A.A.M.

- Franklin

- Danish saying

- Alexander Pope

-Gaelic Proverb

- William Gladstone

- Emerson

- Franklin

-Cicero

- Longfellow

- Lamartine

- Edward Bok

- Hubbard

- Charles Wagner

- Franklin

-Councillor

- Publilius Syrus



Jjn{£j1/oj-*f£tyir*

(Distilled Wisdom)

7/ic Eastern Hemisphere, Yesterday and Today

by Kenneth S. Cooper, Silver Burdett & Ginn, 1988.

Mohammad: Leader of the Arabs

Herean artist shows Mohammad on a journey through the heavens to see

God. Do you think the artist saw this happen? (p.339)
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Abu Bakr is being hailed as Islam's first Caliph.

How is the crowd showing him support? (p. 342)

These pages from the Koran are a sample of Arabic writing.

Why might they be described as a work of art? (p. 352)

The Arab researcher is working hard to find ways to cure diseases.

What tool is he using? (p. 354)

^

j^^^
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Q. What are the deficiencies of American Muslims today.

A. Our main deficiency in America is the need for materials. Other

religions in America mainly depend on their literature. So our main

deficiency is that we need much more excellent literature for doing

an excellent job of Dawah in the United States. (47-48)

rf
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(This historic day of your life) fcJL>

l^
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A large number of American scientists are in iact Indian. And that is

part of America's greatness. It attracts, absorbs and assimilates the best

from every land.
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final opportunity for Iraq

The fate of Iraq is in the hands of its leadership.

Time is running out.

&CC(^
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>.(real estate) jljboj 5598451

dlffcJ

How to Win Friends and Influence People.

^

My goal for 1990 is $25 million.

^s&ty/ (non-real)

bmJy/(real)

Sex is like credit. Some get it, Some don't.

Happiness is being a grandparent.

' Get rich on life, not drugs.

fa
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(Winds) tf.

If you've got a minute, Minolta's got a copier

s

>jj/r

(instant fix) J^^^^
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(cabin pressunzation)

S^s<feWJ^Mi^^^



(Narita Tokyo) JJ i^

Narita)

(Tel. 03-460-6169)
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We do not claim any credit. Islam itself has

the attracting power.

tfitfte i r>

e* Testament) ^J

(Japan Now)

.\JSt\fj
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(global trade)

(Yedo) fl'tffr-yUjl~& (Fishingvillage)

^

New buildings, designed to withstand earthquakes had frames

or concrete and steef.
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Man learns little from victory, but much from defeat.

A cab-driver failing to locate the address you want to reach, rings up

from a public booth on his own account to get the exact location and

drops you at the very doorstep. This happens only in Japan.
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But Japan did not succeed to secure the important place

it deserves in the comity of nations.

(lack of foreign policy)

But Japan finds itself unprepared for it.

iymmmi/^^, £S<j*\jJi-^'6 (economic superpower) Jjl

3£/2!Jj4 (miUtary superpower)

(ideological superpower)
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The story is told of a Swedish expert who went to Japan to study

workers' participation in management. In one factory, in the middle of

an interview, he was gravely embarrassed when the Japanese worker

burst into tears. Finding no response from the worker, the Swede

sought an answer from his supervisor. "Tell me everything that you said

to the worker," confidently after listening to his story, "the worker was

upset when you told him that his company has not been procuring

export orders like before." The worker, the Swede was told was deeply

concerned that the nation would suffer if the exports went down, a fact

which could be attributed, in his own estimation, to a lowering of

quality.
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(educationyears)

national movement)

-tfVj*/ (outlook)

fifties & sixties

(pursuit ot quality)

, (sixties & seventies)
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k^ (substandard)

How they do it and do it so well.

(highly quality consious)

Every Japanese possesses very strong desire to do well, whatever bit he •

does. This desire is so intense that he forfeits even family life in pursuit

of perfecting it.
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&]'jiid^JAfX^ (EdwardsDeming)

He is our super-guru,

(statistician)

(wayofUfe)

(zero defect)

^^
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